Laser-induced ultrasonic waveform derivation and transition from a point to a homogeneous illumination of a plate.
Ultrasound modeling, being an established practice, is used to study the fundamentals of light-matter interactions. Although much has been published on the matter, pressure and thermal expansion induction mechanisms in laser ultrasonics have rarely been combined, as they should, in a single ultrasonic source while the effects of its size variation have only been shown to a limited extent. In the paper, we unite these light-matter interaction mechanisms, with inclusion of lateral optical forces, into a single laser-stimulated source as it is observed in nature. With a laser pulse as a manipulable source, we simulate the multifaceted workings of light-matter interactions by exposing the distinct transients originating from different source localities as generated by different induction mechanisms. We also present a transition of simulated ultrasonic waveforms in the epicentral point on the surface of a solid plate opposite from the source while it is expanded from a point to a quasi-limitless extent for pressure and thermal expansion generation regimes. The model utilizes geometric probability theory together with Huygens' superposition principle and temporal convolutions to construct the desired waveforms out of individual Green's functions. We show how the ultrasound generation regimes stem out of a single source and how its size together with energy and momentum transfers during the light-matter interactions affect the induced ultrasonic transients.